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The Chiu Program for Taiwan Studies at Oregon State University is excited to announce the Chiu scholarly exchange program for 2019. Based on the generous support from the Chun and Jane Chiu Family Foundation, the program encourages transnational and comparative research concerning Taiwan. It awards travel grants to Taiwan-based scholars who plan short-term research trips to the U.S., and U.S.-based scholars who plan short-term research trips to Taiwan.

We will support each grantee with a travel grant not to exceed $7000. The scholarship can be used in conjunction with other awards. Individuals should submit their proposals to the Chiu Scholarly Exchange Program for Taiwan Studies committee.* Proposals should be submitted electronically (Taiwan.Studies@oregonstate.edu) no later than December 15, 2018.

Guidelines**

1. A grantee must hold a doctoral degree or have obtained candidacy by June 30, 2018.

2. Any funded Taiwan-based scholar should be a Taiwan studies specialist. U.S.-based grantees should undertake Taiwan-focused research, or projects that include Taiwan as an important dimension, and show promise of making crucial contributions to Taiwan Studies in the future.

3. The travel grant supports travel that takes place between January 1, 2019 and December 31, 2019. This grant should be used for trips during the summer or at other periods of the year, as preferred by the grantee.

4. Since each award will not exceed $7000, the grantee is encouraged to apply for support from other funding agencies.

5. It is expected that a grantee’s stay in the U.S. / Taiwan will be 20-45 days in length. Grantees might lengthen their stay with supplemental support from other sources.
6. To apply for this grant, applicants must fill out (in full) the program’s application form. They should list the libraries / archives / institutions they plan to visit, the length of their stay in the U.S. / Taiwan, as well as estimated airfare, and projected daily expenses (hotel and per diem).*** In addition, applicants must submit a copy of their CV, and a statement summarizing the proposed research and briefly describing the importance (to their research) of the archives or library materials to be examined. This statement should not exceed three pages (double-spaced, Times New Roman, font size 12). PhD candidates are also required to submit proof of candidacy.

7. Grantees should inform the Chiu Scholarly Exchange Program of any important changes (i.e. destinations) in their travel plans.

8. After the research has been completed, the grantee must submit to the Chiu Program for Taiwan Studies a written report (not to exceed 900 words) that summarizes the research trip. The report should be submitted electronically to Hung-yok Ip, the program chair (iph@oregonstate.edu). In addition, in all publications that make use of the research materials gathered by this trip, grantees should acknowledge the funding of the Chun and Jane Chiu Family Foundation.

APPLICATION FORM

1. Name, Academic Rank, and Institutional Affiliation:

2. Mail Address and Email Address:

3. Title of Research Project:

4. Project Starting and Ending Dates:
5. Travel Plan and Budget. Please list travel destinations, names of libraries or archives to be visited, and estimated expenses (airfare, hotel rates, daily expenses, and other costs).

6. Total amount requested:

7. Please attach a statement of application (not to exceed three pages, double-spaced, New Times Roman, 12-point font).


9. If you are a PhD candidate, please also submit proof of candidacy

_______________________                     _________________________
Applicant's name                     Date

* The Chiu Scholarly Exchange program is operated by Oregon State University. However, the program would like to acknowledge support from individual faculty at Barbara Bates Center for the Study of the History of Nursing, University of Pennsylvania; Reed College; and Oregon State University.

** Any query should be directed to the Chiu Scholarly Exchange Program (Taiwan.Studies@oregonstate.edu, or iph@oregonstate.edu).

*** Grantees must ensure that they have medical coverage that suits their needs when they travel.